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Working remotely brings advantages and challenges. On
one hand, by removing commuting time, there is more
time to be productive. On the other, teams are no longer
together and able to interact to get fast responses to
questions, and different work environments and family
situations can lead to distractions that did not exist
before.

At SDG Group, our teams are accustomed to working
remotely. This document is intended to share some of
the guidelines we follow internally as an organization to
ensure our teams are productive for our customers. We
hope you find this information helpful while your teams
are required to work remotely.
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WORK ENVIRONMENT
Home environments are obviously more casual and generally geared towards
being together. In order to be productive, it’s important to create or find a space that
is intended for work and that breaks the routine of homelife. This environment
should give people the sense of “going to work.” Some guidelines include:

Create a fixed space dedicated exclusively to work, differentiated from the rest
of the house and allowing you to concentrate. Look for a comfortable place,
isolated from noise and relatively free from distractions, with good ventilation
and natural light. Avoid working from the bed or sofa.
Establish a professional routine to follow every day. Get up at the same time and
keep your work schedule. It delimits space and time spent on work and personal
issues.
Dress in proper work attire. Remember to maintain an appropriate dress code,
especially for video conferencing.
Occupational health. Schedule periodic breaks to stretch your legs, avoid eye
fatigue and disconnect. Maintain good body posture to prevent back and neck
problems. Set aside time for physical activity and stretching.
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TECHNOLOGY
Technology is a critical enabler to teams when they are working remotely. Teams should feel as connected as if
they are in the office. Nothing derails productivity to remote workers than when technology fails.
Leverage the power of communication software

Load all daily tasks and plans to Planning

such as Google Hangouts Meet or Microsoft

Software such as Jira so teams always know
what the focus should be and can get updates
at any time.

Teams to stay connected and conduct meetings.
Use chat functionality in tools like Skype or Slack to
keep in touch continuously throughout the day. If
you don’t have an official program, WhatsApp is
free.
Document management solutions to provide a way
to collaborate on deliverables digitally. Consider

Use the cameras on your computers or invest
in camera accessories. Encourage people to
turn their cameras on during meetings to
simulate face-to-face interactions.

tools like OneDrive, DropBox or Google Drive.

Connect computers or laptops to landlines
when possible or ensure you have access to a
strong Wi-Fi signal.

Plan ahead and make sure systems (e.g. VPN, etc.)
can handle the volume of people that will be
working remotely. Create a support hotline and
make it clear who to contact in cases of system
downtime.

Ensure each person has access to a phone. If
someone is using their cell phone it must have
a strong signal. As we move to remote
environments we need to be able to
communicate clearly.
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PLANNING

It’s easy to fall into personal habits when working from home. In order to be productive, it’s important to be clear about
objectives and priorities, and to measure progress more frequently. Plan the workday and the activities to be carried
out, prioritizing the most important tasks of the day, and continuously reporting progress.
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Hold a daily meeting first thing
in the day so people can share
the work completed in the
previous day with the team.
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Assemble at least two weekly
sessions between project
owners and team leaders to
understand the progress of the
projects and to anticipate
potential risks or changes in
direction.
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Plan for the day and share
impediments that may impact
Project quality.

Team leaders should hold very
brief follow-up sessions with
team members every 2-3
hours in order to guide and
resolve any questions or
problems that may have arisen.
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Set up a weekly planning
meeting on Friday to discuss
the work plan for the next
week.

Remind people to keep
planning tools up to date and
share deliverables as a priority
so others can see the progress
being made. This is where
tools like Jira or OneDrive can
help.
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WORKING TOGETHER
Building a collaborative working culture is not only a good way to keep a
team productive, but to keep motivation and spirits high. Here are some
additional good practices to follow:
Publicly congratulate your teams and people for work well done. Just
because people are not together doesn’t mean they no longer value
praise and recognition.
Play your part in being responsive and communicative. Make sure you
(and your teams) are available. When you’re together it’s easy to walk
up to someone and ask a question. This falls apart if people are not
responding to texts, chat or phone calls in a timely fashion.
Give one another time to speak and be sure to listen to others. If you
observe someone is not contributing or cannot get a word in,
proactively ask them for their thoughts or opinions.
Make some time for idle conversation and to listen to any ideas or
concerns people have. Don’t forget about the human side of people
and be sure to ask questions that get your teams expressing
themselves.
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TEAM BUILDING
Working remotely has many benefits such as a flexible schedule, the
ability to work from anywhere, and no commute, but there are some
downsides.
Buffer polled 3,500 remote workers in their 2020 State of Remote
Work Survey and 20% of the responders reported that loneliness is
the biggest struggle of working remotely, and another 20% said the
biggest struggle is collaboration and communication.
To address these problems, we recommend:
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Host a virtual team lunch: Regularly schedule 1 hour online
meetings and encourage your team to bring their lunch,
turn on their camera, and use the time to talk about
non-work related topics.
Plan a movie showing using “Netflix Party:” Netflix recently
added a capability called “Netflix Party.” It simulates an
in-person movie showing because it allows groups of
people to stream the same Netflix title and simultaneously
use their laptop camera and microphone to interact with
each other.
Schedule team outings: If the circumstances allow,
schedule occasions for your team to physically get
together in a fun environment. This could be as simple as
scheduling after hours in the office to play board games
and eat snacks, or outings such as happy hours, escape
rooms, sporting events, or supporting charity events. It’s
important that all team members are invited.
Working remotely is becoming more common and these
are just a few of the new and innovative ways to build
relationships with people online.
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